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1. Introduction
In July 2019, Tasman District Council (the Council) launched its coastal management project which
aims to enable our Tasman Bay/Te Tai o Aorere and Golden Bay/Mohua communities to work
towards long-term adaptive planning for sea level rise and coastal hazards.
The Council undertook community engagement between 22 July and 27 September focussing on:




release of a coastal hazards map viewer, an online map tool which illustrates increments of sea
level rise up to 2m, coastal storm-tide inundation and coastal erosion hazards,
raising awareness and developing a common understanding of the information, and
gathering community feedback on what is valued that may be affected by sea level rise and
coastal hazards.

This report summarises feedback received during this first round of community engagement.
Information gathered will be used to help inform next steps in the project including a risk and
vulnerability assessment, followed by identification of issues and options.

2. Community Engagement Methods
2.1 Project launch and communications
On 22 July, the Council published new website pages launching the coastal management project
(refer to tasman.govt.nz/link/coastal-management), containing information on the project, the
interactive coastal hazards map viewer, frequently asked questions, dates for community drop-in
sessions and an online feedback form.
Letters were sent to over 5,400 land owners and long term occupiers of properties that were
included in the extent of the mapping (2m sea level rise + 1% AEP storm-tide scenario). The bulk of
letters were sent by post, arriving in mailboxes from Monday 22 July, and a small number of letters
were emailed to landowners who live overseas (where this information was available).
Approximately 285 Council owned properties were also identified within the extent of the mapping.
In addition to landowner letters, a number of emails were sent out on 22 and 23 July as described
below.
Eight iwi are tāngata whenua in Te Tau Ihu (the top of the South Island) and Tasman District also
covers the northern part of the Ngāi Tahu takiwā (tribal area/territory). A letter was emailed to the
chair of each trust from the Council’s mayor, Richard Kempthorne, outlining the project and offering
a separate hui to discuss the project as necessary. The letter acknowledged that Council staff
continue to work with the trust’s resource management representatives on this project through the
Council’s Iwi Policy Working Group (set up to facilitate partnership working as the Council
undertakes a full review of the Tasman Resource Management Plan).
An email flier outlining the project and start of the community engagement was sent to stakeholders
(government and non-government organisations), the Motueka and Golden Bay community boards
and local community associations.
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Nelson Mail published an article1 on 22 July which assisted in highlighting the launch of the project
within the wider community. Council’s Newsline publication ran a front page story on the project on
Friday 26 July (Issue 4532). Other media outlets including Radio NZ and the Golden Bay Weekly also
published articles over the community engagement period.
The success of the project launch was demonstrated by the volume of people viewing the Council’s
coastal management website pages. Over the first 24 hours of the project being launched, coastal
management project’s homepage received approximately 1400 hits, with an average viewing time of
nearly 4 minutes.
Council staff were available throughout the engagement period to respond to emails sent to a
dedicated email address (tasmancoastalmanagement@tasman.govt.nz), and respond to phone calls
and counter enquiries. Approximately 50 enquiries were received and many of these were in
relation to site specific questions.

2.2 Community drop-in sessions
Five community drop-in sessions were held in early August to enable community members to have a
look at the coastal hazards maps and find out how to provide feedback. A leading New Zealand coastal
scientist, Dr Rob Bell (National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research), attended most of these
sessions3 to answer questions alongside Council staff with local knowledge and expertise. The sessions
were supported by a mix of staff members from the Environmental Policy, Environmental Information,
and Engineering teams. A number of councillors also attended some sessions as their diaries allowed.
These drop-in sessions were informal and advertised to run from 3.30pm and 6.00pm. However, in
most instances they started around 3pm when residents started arriving at the venues. The location
and dates of these sessions were as follows:
Location

Date

Venue

Richmond

Thursday 1 August

Richmond Library

Mapua/Ruby Bay

Monday 5 August

Mapua Community Hall

Motueka

Tuesday 6 August

Motueka Memorial Hall

Collingwood

Wednesday 7 August

Collingwood Fire Station

Takaka

Thursday 8 August

Golden Bay Recreation Park Centre

Each venue was set up with a standard layout. A number of A1 sized maps were displayed on walls
and tables around the room, showing the scenarios of 1m and 2m sea level rise and coastal
inundation and erosion hazards relevant to that location. Three laptop computer stations were also
set up with access to the online coastal hazards map viewer. This enabled Council staff to
demonstrate the functionality of the map viewer and allow participants to interrogate the map. One
laptop’s maps was projected onto a wall or screen which provided an extra attraction for those
1

https://i.stuff.co.nz/environment/climate-news/114364327/dont-panic-over-tasman-district-coastal-hazardssays-mayor-richard-kempthorne
2
https://www.tasman.govt.nz/my-council/about-us/mediacentre/publications/?path=/EDMS/Public/Other/Council/Publications/Newsline/NewslinePDFs2019
3
Dr Bell did not attend the Richmond session.
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waiting to speak to staff. Hard copies of the feedback survey, frequently asked questions and
mapping methodology report were available as handouts, alongside a number of reference reports
for display (all of these are available on the project’s homepage on the Council’s website).
Over 300 people attended these community drop-in sessions. Approximately 150 people attended
the Motueka session alone, however this is proportionate to the number of properties which are
included in the extent of the scenarios mapped.
Section 5 provides a summary of the discussions and feedback collected from the drop-in sessions.

Community drop-in session at Motueka Memorial Hall, 6 August 2019.

2.3 Youth engagement
During September staff undertook targeted youth engagement. This involved presentations to the
Motueka and Waimea Youth Councils, a class session at Collingwood Area School and a lunch time
talk at Golden Bay High School. These short presentations discussed sea level rise in general, the
Council’s coastal management project and a demonstration of the map viewer.
The feedback period was initially advertised as finishing on 13 September. However, this was
extended until 27 September to enable younger members of the community to have their say
following these sessions.
To encourage youth to complete the online feedback survey, a prize draw to win a bluetooth
speaker was offered as an incentive for survey participants aged 24 years old or younger.

2.4 Feedback Survey
During the community engagement period the Council sought feedback on:




what people value about our coastline, to understand how these values may be affected by
rising sea levels, coastal storms and coastal erosion;
observations of coastal hazards in our district including experiences and stories and any
information that people held such as photos or old newspaper clippings; and
the coastal hazards information and how it is presented in the map viewer.
5

Feedback was primarily sought through an online feedback form, however hard copies of the form
were also made available. Participants were asked to only fill out those parts of the survey that were
relevant to them. A small number of responders preferred to provide feedback via email or letter
rather than use the prescribed form.

3. Participation
3.1 Total number of responses
In total, 148 responses were received:




125 feedback surveys
11 feedback surveys with supporting information attached
12 bespoke responses received by email or letter

Organisations and groups included:









Forest and Bird Golden Bay
Friends of Māpua Wetland (Inc.)
Nelson Marlborough Health
Te Rūnanga or Ngāti Kuia Trust
The Friends of Nelson Haven and Tasman Bay (Inc.)
Wakatū Corporation
Waimea Inlet Forum
Zero Carbon Nelson Tasman

A small number of businesses and property trusts also provided feedback.

3.2 Age of participants
The most represented age ranges were ‘17 and under’ and ‘65-74’ as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Number of participants by age group
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There were a number of participants who did not specify their age because they provided bespoke
email or letter responses, or because they were responding on behalf of organisations.

3.3 Number of participants by location
The largest group of participants identified that they live or have property in the Motueka – Riwaka
area (22%), followed by Collingwood – Puponga area (15%) and Mapua – Ruby Bay (13.5%).
Figure 2: Number of participants by location

Analysis of participants’ ages in comparison to where they live indicated that:





The 65-74 age group provided the largest response in the Motueka – Riwaka area (33% or 11
participants).
The ’17 and under’ age group provided the largest response in both the Collingwood – Puponga
and Takaka areas (11 participants respectively). This is likely a result of the targeted youth
engagement in these areas supported by the local schools.
Across the district there were minimal responses from residents aged 18 – 44 years old.

4. Analysis of Feedback Survey
The following section provides the results from the feedback survey. 136 survey forms were
submitted. Participants were encouraged to only answer those survey questions that were relevant
to them and as a result the number of participants who responded to each question varies.

4.1 Sea level rise and coastal storm inundation
Question 1: What do you value that may be affected by sea level rise and coastal storm
inundation?
Question 1 asked participants to select from a prescribed list their top five values that they were
concerned may be affected by sea level rise and coastal storm inundation or coastal erosion. The
prescribed list of values that could be selected were:
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Homes
Businesses
Holiday accommodation (e.g. campgrounds, holiday homes)
Farming and horticultural land
Lifeline infrastructure (e.g. power, roads, utilities infrastructure)
Sacred places and sites (e.g. urupā, wāhi tapu )
Beach access (e.g. footpaths, steps, boat ramps)
Access to and enjoyment of sandy beaches at high tide
Coastal parks and reserves (e.g. recreation and picnic areas)
Mahinga kai/wild food species and the ability to harvest them
Coastal species and habitats
Natural character and coastal landscapes
Appeal of the area as a nice place to live

Participants were ask to select values in order, with their first selection being of highest importance.
While most participants selected their top five values, some participants selected less than this,
which results in a diminishing number of responses from the first to fifth ranked values. For
formatting purposes, the names of the values have been summarised in the graphs.
Of the 135 participants who responded to the question, 53% of participants identified ‘homes’ as
their highest ranked value (Figure 3). This was followed by ‘lifeline infrastructure’ (15%) and ‘coastal
species and habitats’ (14%).
Figure 3: Number 1 value which may be affected by sea level rise and coastal storm inundation

129 participants identified their second highest value, with the results showing ‘lifeline
infrastructure’ was the most ranked value (20% of participants), followed by ‘homes’ (17%) as shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Number 2 value which may be affected by sea level rise and coastal storm inundation

Responses for the third, fourth and fifth selections varied in what participants valued and were
concerned may be affected by sea level rise and coastal storm inundation. The top value in each of
these categories are summarised as:




122 participants ranked their third value, with equal numbers of participants (14%) identifying
‘lifeline infrastructure’ and ‘businesses’ as being most important.
119 participants ranked their fourth value, with 13% of participants identifying ‘farming and
horticultural land’ as being most important.
110 participants ranked their fifth value, with 14.5% of participants identifying the ‘appeal of
the area as a nice place to live’ as being most important.

To understand the overall ranking of values by participants, a weighted score method was applied.
Values that were rated as being of number one concern were allocated 5 points, down to one point
for values that were rated fifth of concern.
Figure 5 illustrates that ‘homes’ are the most important value selected overall by participants. While
more participants selected ‘coastal species and habitats’ as being their number one value, the
weighted score method illustrates that overall, ‘lifeline infrastructure’ was the second highest value.
Overall, the top five values which participants are concerned may be affected by sea level rise and
coastal storm inundation (1) homes, (2) lifeline infrastructure, (3) coastal species and habitats, (4)
natural character and coastal landscapes, and (5) businesses.
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Figure 5: Weighted scores – Values which may be affected by sea level rise and coastal storm inundation

Question 2: Can you think of other values that may be affected by sea level rise and coastal
storm inundation in our district?
Question 2 was open ended to allow participants to identify other values which were not included in
the prescribed list. Participants provided broad ranging comments, which identified additional
values in addition to general commentary. This feedback has been summarised into the following
key themes:










Some participants provided comments which reiterated the themes of the prescribed values
listed in Question 1 including infrastructure (particularly roads, stormwater/drainage
infrastructure, water), parks and reserves (including Mapua wetland, Aranui Park, Takaka golf
course and local walkways), coastal species and habitats, businesses (particularly tourism and
the general economy) and the district being a nice place to live.
A small number of participants noted that all the values listed were important.
Concern was raised by some participants for the ability of coastal species to have room to move
inland as sea levels rise. The feedback form included the prescribed value of existing ‘coastal
species and habitats’ which many participants selected. However, some participants identified
that as coastal species are forced to migrate inland, these future habitat areas are also of value.
One participant commented that many coastal ecosystems are already highly modified and
squeezed by housing, infrastructure, and productive land and allowing space for natural
resilience with wide areas of native ecosystem restoration is required.
Health and wellbeing issues were commented on by participants who identified that the effects
of climate change will cause stress and anxiety and a loss of sense of security. Others
commented on social impacts, for example future generations not being able to enjoy the area
and changes to communities as we know them today.
Impacts on participants’ properties, property values and insurance were identified by a small
number of participants.
Some participants suggested options in response to sea level rise and coastal storm inundation.
Suggestions included the need for coastal protection structures, higher stopbanks, improved
stormwater drainage, restricting new development, redeveloping inundation areas (for example
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canal based subdivisions) and mitigating future impacts through reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.
Other participants commented on what the future could look like under climate change
including stranded infrastructure and debris (including landfills) if caused by a too-late or badly
planned coastal retreat, loss of roads and access to communities, financial costs (private and
public) and social issues such as civil unrest and inequalities between those affected by the
impacts of climate change and those that are not.
A small number of participants did not agree with the projected rate of sea level rise. It was
commented that there was no evidence of sea level rising at a rate greater than historically and
suggested that existing infrastructure can accommodate rising sea levels over the next 100
years.

Question 3: Have you observed or experienced a coastal storm inundation event in our district?
Question 3 asked participants to share their observations, stories and experiences of coastal storm
inundation in the district. This feedback has been summarised into the following key themes:


A number of participants commented on their experiences during ex-tropical cyclone Fehi (1
February 2018), an event which coincided with a very low pressure system, king high tides and a
moderate storm surge. Damage to homes, property and areas were observed including Waimea
Inlet, Ruby Bay, Motueka, Riwaka and Golden Bay. Comments from participants included:
“All roads to the Waimea Inlet were closed during and after the storm in 2018. The
cycle trail was destroyed in places. We should learns lessons from this and prepare to
retreat by some distance.”
“I live permanently on Jackett Island (Southern end). I think the storm Fehi gave an idea
of what we can expect. Our house was fine though about a third of the property was
affected by sea inundation. There were two types of affect. One was the actual rise in
water level caused by the low pressure and sea surge. The other more serious damage
that effected the eastern (seaward) side of the property was the battering and erosion
caused by the waves....”
“Cyclone Fehi was the only natural disaster I’ve witnessed in 20 years living in Ruby
Bay. Water topped over the existing sea walls and cascaded down public walkways
coming through all properties. No infrastructure to take any water away.”
“Ruby Bay coastal inundation following Fehi in early 2018. I was involved in two stages
of the cleanup. First was helping various friends whose houses had been flooded. The
2nd was ongoing beach cleanups over 2 - 3 weeks, with large quantities of plastic and
domestic debris which had been washed out and dumped along the coast.”



There were also comments relating to ex-tropical cyclone Gita (20 February 2018). The heavy
rainfall associated with Gita flooded rivers and triggered landslides, causing significant damage
to the wider Motueka, Riwaka, Brooklyn and Takaka Hill area. While the coastal storm surge
associated with Gita was 0.3m higher than ex-tropical cyclone Fehi, it did not create the same
extent of coastal damage as Fehi, as the peak of the storm coincided with a lower, outgoing
tide. Comments from participants included:
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“We live adjacent to the coastal cycle way and the Kumaras. Storm Fehi did not affect
our property at all. Storm Gita, 4 weeks after brought much higher sea water
inundating our garden. Tree trunks wiped out our fence and shrubs and grass were
killed. Reinstatement cost us thousands of dollars.”
“I was present in our home when cyclone Gita struck in 2018. The effect that this has
had on both mine and my wives lives mentally was destructive.”
“….Gita was an example to us of the type of extreme rainfall events we will increasingly
experience across New Zealand. And these events are linked - because elevated sea
levels impact groundwater levels. Higher ground water levels will mean that flood
waters from extreme rainfall events may not drain as quickly or completely into the
ground, so that flooding could be more severe or longer lasting.…”




On 14 December 2011, very heavy and prolonged rain fell across the wider Tasman-Nelson
region causing widespread flooding and landslides. Although this was not a coastal storm
event, a number of the region’s coastal communities were impacted by the event. A few
participants provided comments describing damage in the Pohara/Ligar Bay area during the
event, coastal processes since then, and raising concern for where new development has been
allowed.
There were a number of general observations and comments from participants, including:
o Motueka sandspit is moving landward and the consequences of this (e.g. need for
mitigation, what the potential impact to the township will be).
o A small number of participants commented that they have seen no change in relation to sea
level rise and that storm events of recent years are no worse than what have occurred in
the past.
o Several Collingwood-Puponga residents noted that large tides and coastal storms flood the
road and this is disruptive to daily life.
o There were a small number of comments regarding coastal inundation mitigation – some
participants thought there was a need to act now and provide coastal protection structures,
while others commented that existing rock revetments had negatively impacted on the
local environment.
o Observations of coastal inundation and erosion across the district. Areas noted for
inundation included Pohara, Tata and Onekaka. Issues noted included seawater
overtopping the sea wall at Ruby Bay and the inability of the water to quickly drain away,
and the impacts inundation on coastal vegetation such as salt burn on plants. Areas noted
for erosion included Onekaka, Parapara and Pohara.
“Coastal erosion and accretion is a natural process. As my job is working in the coastal
zone in Abel Tasman National Park, I have observed inundation and erosion caused by
storm events several times in the last few years and see that no protection measures
such as vegetation, sea walls or embankments can prevent the waves coming in if the
tide and storm surge is high enough. It is inevitable that sea level rise will result in these
inundation events affecting a greater area in the future. Our problem is that we have put
housing and other infrastructure too close to the sea, without leaving room for natural
processes to take place which has already resulted in loss of natural habitat and coastal
landscape value….”
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4.2 Coastal Erosion
Question 4: What do you value that may be affected by coastal erosion?
Participants were asked to select from a prescribed list their top five values that they were
concerned may be affected by coastal erosion.
Of the 123 participants who responded to the question, 50% of participants identified ‘homes’ as
their top ranked value (Figure 6). This was followed by ‘lifeline infrastructure’ and ‘coastal species
and habitats’ which were selected by 12% of participants respectively.
Figure 6: Number 1 value which may be affected by coastal erosion

118 respondents identified their second highest value, with the results showing ‘lifeline
infrastructure’ was the most important (19%), followed by ‘coastal species and habitats’ (15%) as
shown in Figure 7 (over page). There was quite a spread of responses across all of the prescribed
values.
Responses for the third, fourth and fifth selections showed a lot of variation in what participants
valued and were concerned may be affected coastal erosion. The top ranked value in each of these
categories are summarised as:




109 participants ranked their third value, with 16.5% of participants identifying ‘coastal parks
and reserves’ as being most important.
105 participants ranked their fourth value, with 14% of participants selecting ‘beach access’ as
being most important.
97 participants ranked their fifth value, with 14% of participants selecting ‘lifeline
infrastructure’ as being most important.
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Figure 7: Number 2 value which may be affected by coastal erosion

Like Question 1, to illustrate what participants selected as their overall top five values, a weighted
score method was applied. Values that were rated as being of number one concern were allocated 5
points, down to one point for values that were rated fifth of concern. Figure 8 illustrates ‘homes’
was the most important value selected overall by participants, followed by ‘lifeline infrastructure’.
Overall, the top five values which participants were concerned may be affected by coastal erosion
are (1) homes, (2) lifeline infrastructure, (3) coastal species and habitats, (4) natural character and
coastal landscapes, and (5) beach access (e.g. footpaths, steps, boat ramps). Coastal parks and
reserves was a very close sixth place, as a result of a large number of people choosing this value as
their third ranked value.
Figure 8: Weighted scores – Values which may be affected by coastal erosion
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In comparing the weighted scores results between sea level rise/coastal storm inundation and
coastal erosion, the overall top four values are the same. These are (1) homes, (2) lifeline
infrastructure, (3) coastal species and habitats, and (4) natural character and coastal landscapes.
The fifth (5) ranked value differed between the hazards, with ‘businesses’ being the top selection for
sea level rise/coastal storm inundation, and ‘beach access’ for coastal erosion.

Question 5: Can you think of other values that may be affected by coastal erosion in our
district?
Question 5 was open ended to allow participants to identify other values which were not included in
the prescribed list. Participants provided broad ranging comments, which identified additional
values in addition to general commentary. This feedback has been summarised into the following
key themes:











A number of participants commented that the responses they provided for Question 2 also
applied to this question.
Some participants provided comments which reiterated the themes of the prescribed values
listed in Question 4 including beach access, holiday accommodation, businesses (local stores
and general tourism), homes, infrastructure (e.g. roads, stormwater/drainage), sacred places
and sites and appeal of the area as a nice place to live.
A couple of participants noted that all the values listed were important or that the list was
already comprehensive.
Health and wellbeing issues were commented on by several participants who identified that the
effects of coastal erosion will impact on the health, safety and wellbeing of coastal residents.
The value of feeling secure where people live (e.g. not feeling threatened or worried about the
effects of erosion on your home) and the potential for loss of familiarity and sense of
community were also identified. One participant suggested that there could be disengagement
with the Council and/or environmental values because of financial loss and the need to blame
someone/thing, and a loss of realistic thinking.
Financial impacts were commented on including impacts on property values and cost of
mitigation (private and public via rates).
A number of participants described existing coastal erosion issues. One participant noted that
coastal erosion is a natural process and will continue to occur in some areas, especially those
areas built on sand bars and river sediment. Another participant identified that the Waimea
Estuary and Rabbit Island are unstable features which have changed radically in the past, and
we should anticipate further change and prevent (if possible) sea level rise that can damage
community assets like these. Some participants identified particular locations within the district
where erosion is occurring including Rabbit Island, Parapara, and the mouth of the Waiti River,
and the impact of forestry erosion/run off in Tasman Bay. Coastal erosion within Nelson district
(Tahunanui beach, the airport) was also noted.
There were mixed comments about the use of coastal protection structures. One participant
noted some parts of the coast are no longer accessible at mid to high tide, exacerbated by
coastal protection structures designed to protect private property, at a cost to public access.
Another commented that use of protection structures has complicated the natural coastline
and causes much more effects from natural disasters. It was also highlighted by one participant
that the use of one-off heavy engineering works to protect private land should not be
undertaken. Those in support of coastal protection structures commented that it is a basic right
for residents to protect themselves and it is a primary duty of the Council to make this
15







protection possible, and that the Council should spend more on hard protection (e.g. rock
revetments). One participant noted that if hard protection is required, it should provide as far
as practicable for continued public access.
There were suggestions on what the effects of coastal erosion and climate change may look like
in the future. This included the closing or relocation of some local roads (e.g. boat only access to
Kina Peninsula), sacrificing of recreational land (e.g. golf clubs), more extreme storm events,
drainage and flooding issues, the silting and scouring out of ports/marinas/bays, and exposure
of old landfill sites. The ability to continue living in the area as it will be flooded if the Council
does not take some appropriate actions quickly was identified by one participant.
One participant commented on wider climate change issues. For example, they identified that
there will be long term consequences if urgent global carbon emission reduction is not achieved
immediately. They listed values that will be lost if the 1.5 ˚C global warming target is not
achieved by the end of 2020 (including a complete loss of coastal communities and everything
else we associate with living in an advanced civilisation). They also noted that coastal erosion in
our district will be accompanied by inundation of low-lying Pacific Island communities who
depend on New Zealand governance as an economic lifeline.
Some participants commented on the role of Council. Examples included no more subdivision
on vulnerable coastal land or in spring tide flood zones, and that the Council needs to work to
protect all communities and have a better civil defence emergency response organised during
these extraordinary events.

Question 6: Have you observed coastal erosion or accretion in our district?
Question 6 asked participants to share their observations of coastal erosion (sediment loss) or
accretion (sediment gain) in the district. The feedback has been summarised into the following key
themes:



Some participants noted that the comments they provided for Question 3 also applied to this
question.
There were comments from several participants that coastal erosion and accretion are natural
processes and the shoreline is constantly changing. One participant noted:
“We now know coastal erosion is a process which comes and goes and it is natural for
the dune to move forwards and backwards with the weather….”



A number of participants identified areas in both Tasman and Golden Bays where coastal
erosion has or is occurring, noting this was the result of king tides and storm events such as extropical cyclone Fehi. Observations of coastal erosion included locations at Rabbit Island, Ruby
Bay/Mapua, McKee Domain, Kina cliffs, Jackett Island, Motueka and the Kumaras, Riwaka,
Marahau, Abel Tasman National Park, Wainui, Tata, Pohara, Onekaka, Parapara, and Pakawau.
Comments from participants included:
“Coastal erosion has quickened over the past three years. Being a frequent beach
walker the Kumaras are under constant change, Rabbitt Island (both sides), various
parts of Golden Bay etc...”
“Yes for sure! McKee domain and Leisure Park! It is everywhere New Zealand is
surrounded by sea. This is not a new thing! NZ has been always surrounded by sea.”
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“I have noticed the damage in the Abel Tasman National Park. The destruction of Bark
Bay and other camp grounds. Dead trees along the foreshore. The bike track along the
foreshore by the Motueka golf course is also at risk.”


Observations of coastal accretion included locations at Otuwhero inlet, Parapara peninsula,
Collingwood, Marahau, and shorefront locations at participants’ properties in CollingwoodPuponga and Motueka-Riwaka areas. One participant commented:
“Parapara peninsula has been accreting over past two years alongside Bishop Road
and more spectacularly at the peninsula tip, unfortunately the beach area in front of
Parapara Esplanade has been eroding during the same period.”



A small number of participants commented on the movement of the Motueka sandspit and
future implications of this. One participant commented:
“The Motueka sand spit has been moving much closer to the shore at its northern end
over the last few years, it was extensively damaged by the ex-tropical cyclones in 2018
along its full length. I think it acts as a buffer to protect the low lying shoreline behind
it. If the northern end joins to the shore, farm land and the golf course area will be
threatened.”



Some participants provided comments that were either for or against the use of coastal
protection structures. Reference was also made to coastal erosion at Pakawau and the decision
by an independent hearing commissioner to refuse a resource consent for a seawall (in April
2019). Comments from participants included:
“…We had a rock wall built on our property and on neighbours’ both sides (300 linear
metres) and over 44 years have found that this is the only part of the beach that does
not form a ‘true’ shaped beach in front of the rock i.e. rest of beach accreted to some
extent, we have lost beach (generalising).”
“…The lack of protection to private properties is only going to worsen if sea level rise is
not prevented from encroachment and Government/local authorities have the
responsibility to engage with land/home owners of coastal properties and provide
satisfactory options for protection that will stand the test of time, as they have done for
TDC owned coastal commercial property…”



A small number of participants commented on the role of Council and concern raised for the
need to appropriately locate new development away from the coast and what mitigation
options are available. One participant commented:
“I walk around the coastlines as do many others and it is apparent when chunks of land
are ‘bitten’ off or into by the storm tides. I think we all know what storm tides are now,
we’ve seen a few and the huge amounts of wood and debris they bring also. I wonder
at the lunacy of building new houses and developing coastal land (eg on the cliffs above
Dummy Bay/Little Kaiteriteri, and around Motueka foreshore) - we have no guarantees
that sea level rises of above 0.5 metres may be experienced in the next 100 years.”
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4.3 Coastal Hazards Map Viewer
Question 7: Do you have any comments on the coastal hazards information and how it is
presented in the map viewer?
Council staff also sought feedback from participants on the coastal hazards map viewer given that
this was a new tool for the Council and feedback could be used to help refine the tool. The question
was open ended and a number of participants took the opportunity to answer the question or also
provide general feedback on the coastal management project. Feedback is summarised into the
following key themes:









Positive and negative comments were provided about map viewer. Some participants noted
that the viewer was easy to understand, use and navigate, while others said it was difficult to
use. Some participants noted that the community drop in sessions were helpful in learning to
use the map viewer or look at hard copy maps.
The limitations of the mapping were noted by some participants (and are acknowledged in the
mapping methodology report4), being:
o the map does not increase the erosion risk in relation to the increase in sea level rise and
inundation (as the map reflects historical rates of erosion only)
o some inundated areas may not have connectivity to the sea
o the north-west coast of the district is not mapped
o the presence of coastal protection structures is not associated with or linked to
inundation patterns
o the map does not assess the effects of larger and more frequent storm surges, as well as
climate change effects on wave set up and wave runup, or flooding from adjacent rivers
o a suggestion that the mapping should show up to 5m sea level rise
o mapped information will need to be updated as new data becomes available
A small number of participants disputed the science, for example that there is no evidence of
sea level rise, the use of the RCP8.5H+ and RCP8.5 climate change scenarios are inappropriate
as they are not going to happen and the information presented is scaremongering.
A few comments were received suggesting site-specific amendments to the mapped
information.
There were some mixed comments about the coastal management project in general. Some
participants were supportive of the Council’s project, while others were critical of the process.
One participant raised concern that information on climate change and sea level rise is
generally negative and there is a need to look more positively at how we manage this and
recognise that there are adaption options.

5. Other Feedback
Council received a small number of emails and letters that did not use the prescribed feedback form,
or additional supporting information attached to feedback form. Many of the comments received
are in keeping with the information presented in the previous section and are therefore not
repeated here. The feedback below summarises any additional comments provided which is not
otherwise captured, being:
4

Tasman District Council. (July 2019). Coastal Hazards Assessment in Tasman Bay/Te Tai o Aorere and Golden
Bay/Mohua. (available on the Council’s website at tasman.govt.nz/link/coastal-management).
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The Council should be actively engaging in public education to promote the urgency of climate
change, and the participant also expressed disappointment that the Council has not chosen to
declare a climate change emergency.
Suggestions for future mitigation actions. For example, pre-emptively clear coastal rubbish sites
to avoid disaster, remove buildings in coastal locations, and protect security of freshwater
supply (from saltwater intrusion in aquifers, droughts). There was also a suggestion to ensure
potentially toxic and/or biologically contaminative facilities (e.g. wastewater treatment,
solid/hazardous waste disposal facilities) have stringent design and maintenance requirements
intended to seal contaminants within seawater-proof buildings or storage, and to site any new
facilities away from vulnerable coastlines.
A request for the Council to go to zero carbon, and that sea level rise adaption publicity should
also acknowledge that the most important action is to go net carbon zero.
One participant suggested that the responsibility for causing climate change and sea level rise is
the result of the burning of fossil fuels by the whole of society and therefore the cost of the
protection of properties should be borne by society as a whole, preferably through central
government to ensure that the cost is spread fairly over the whole country. Another participant
suggested to look at examples from European countries who have dedicated national funding
for household-level protection measures and funds of investment in risk reduction.
Local government should be putting pressure on central government to initiate more effective
measures to combat climate change and therefor reduce the effect of sea level rise.
Observations of erosion along the Pakawau foreshore including detailed comments on sand
pushups, coastcare planting and beach nourishment, and existing rock revetments.
Legal considerations in support of coastal protection structures and other general comments,
including the public benefits of building coastal protection structures on esplanade reserves,
protecting properties and their sewage disposal systems, commercial considerations (e.g.
protecting shellfish industry from sewage), that there is a mismatch between foreshore
property boundaries and natural erosion boundaries, and a need for revetment uniformity.
Observations of inundation as a result of ex-tropical cyclone Gita at Green Tree Road (Riwaka)
and Torrent Bay, and recommended mitigation options for private properties in these areas.
Ngati Kuia and Ngati Apa ki te Ra To both have inherent relationships to coastal areas and key
issues that require further discussion include the health of mahinga kai areas, the risk of
collapse of coastal ecosystems, archaeological sites and sites of heritage value, the potential
effects on landscape features, the risk of losing access to or an adverse effect on the
relationship to the coastal environment, and the loss of character to the coastal environment
through defensive development.
A suggestion that there is a need to have consultation on land use, food production, and
planning for infrastructure away from vulnerable coastal areas.
Comments both for and against looking to the Netherlands for examples of how to manage sea
level rise.
A suggestion to undertake habitat type and LIDAR elevation mapping approximately every 30
years to assist with ecological retreat and habitat protection, and the Council can use council
land to set a good example as well as plan for private land that would be better allowed to go
under rising seas rather than be protected by coastal protection structures.
Two organisations recommended that the Council completes an assessment of vulnerable
public infrastructure along the coastline, with one organisation noting that it is critical that
plans and funding for adaptive strategies are available in order to secure lifeline infrastructure.
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A participant outlined a history of flooding (seawater and freshwater) on their property near
the mouth of the Waimea River.
One organisational body provided a number of comments in relation to the need for adaptive
management of the Waimea Inlet, and highlighted that the coastal management project can
contribute to the achievement of the Waimea Inlet Action Plan (targets 1-3). A key message pf
their feedback was that while the planning life for infrastructure may be in the order of 100
years, we should be seeking to ensure that ecological processes are able to continue to function
and adapt forever.

6. Community Drop-in Sessions – General Themes
The general themes and main discussion topics from the community drop-in sessions has also been
summarised to help provide an overall picture of community feedback. Discussion included:













Participants were keen to understand the map viewer and the information presented,
particularly the sea level rise scenarios and timeframes for when each increment of sea level
rise could occur.
A large number of participants had site specific enquiries about what the mapping meant for
their property, and also in the context of the wider community and the district.
Many participants realised they live in low lying coastal areas and had observed or experienced
coastal hazards, for example ex-tropical cyclones Fehi and Gita (February 2018).
A small number of participants debated the science, while others thought sea level rise will
happen sooner. Some participants had observed no change in sea level rise.
There was a general agreement that the rate and timeframes for sea level rise is uncertain.
Some participants wanted to talk community-wide mitigation options for sea level rise. Staff
explained that the discussion on options would take place as part of future rounds of
community engagement. However, options for self-adaption was discussed (e.g. relocating
buildings or septic tank disposal).
Participants were interested to hear about other regions’ coastal management and the wider
New Zealand context.
A number of properties are only just within the extent of the coastal inundation mapping and
some residents were unhappy about being included.
Some people were distrustful of the Council and what this project is about.
Key concerns raise by property owners were:
o property values
o the ability to sell property in the future
o insurance cover and changes
o implications for Land Information Memoranda (LIMs)
o a lack of any clear ‘plan’ from Council at this time
o impacts on Council infrastructure, especially access to properties and costs to ratepayers
o site specific stormwater and drainage issues
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